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This onferene was organized by Rainer E. Burkard (Graz), Horst W. Hamaher (Kaisers-

lautern) and Hartmut Noltemeier (W�urzburg). There were approximately 40 partiipants

oming from all over Europe as well as from Israel, the US, Canada and the Far-East

(China, Japan). In reent years the appliation of methods from various �elds of mathe-

matis to problems in manufaturing and logistis has turned out to be very suessful. It

an be observed, however, that similar problems are onsidered in di�erent researh om-

munities, whih do not know eah other very well. To meet the hallenges of the future

and to make further progress, it will be neessary to join fores and to put a stronger em-

phasis on the development of integrated models and solution approahes. The aim of the

onferene was to bring together researhers from di�erent ommunities to enable them to

exhange their newest results and ideas and to learn from eah other. The main fous of

the onferene was on the following three areas:

� loational analysis and transportation,

� exible manufaturing and online aspets in logistis, and

� assembly/disassembly and motion planning.

The sienti� program of the onferene onsisted of 35 presentations of 25 minutes eah

(lustered into sessions dealing with related subjets), two working group meetings on

Tuesday evening (one on transportation and loation and the other on motion planning)

and a large number of meetings in small groups. A short report on the two working

group meetings an be found after the listing of the abstrats of the presentations. The

speakers had been asked by the organizers to give their talks in a way understandable to

the partiipants from other areas. This objetive has been met quite suessfully. The

exellent sienti� program as well the speial atmosphere of onferenes at Oberwolfah

stimulated many fruitful disussions among the partiipants and helped to initiate new

researh ontats and joint projets.

The organizers and all partiipants of this meeting would like to the thank the Mathe-

matial Researh Institute for its hospitality and for a wonderful week.
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Abstrats

Duty Sheduling in Publi Transit

Ralf Bornd

�

orfer

(joint work with Martin Gr�otshel and Andreas L�obel)

Duty sheduling in publi transit is the task to onstrut the daily work shedules for

the bus, tram, and subway drivers. This is a entral operational issue, it is important for

employee satisfation, and it is of eonomi signi�ane, beause the average (German) bus

ompany spends about half of its operational budget on driver salaries. Duty sheduling

problems involve large sheduling digraphs and a great variety of rules for the formation

and the priing of duties. This data may be ompliated, but it onstitutes the degrees of

freedom available for optimization. We have developped a duty sheduling system, based

on olumn generation, that aims at exploiting all of these degrees of freedom. The general

design priniple is to resort to approximation in order to be able to work in the entire

searh spae. As one example, the talk disusses the approximate solution of the master

LP relaxation with an approximate priing routine. It is based on the observation that

many duty sheduling rules are linear resoure onstraints on quantities suh as working

time, driving time, et. in an individual duty. A Lagrangean relaxation of suh onstraints

produes a lower bound that is useful in a onstraint shortest path algorithm for the

approximate priing problem. With this and similar tehniques, it is possible to takle

duty sheduling problems with several thousand duty elements.

Graph Mathing { Reent Advanes and Appliations

to Pattern Reognition and Computer Vision

Horst Bunke

Graphs are widely used in siene and engineering. Partiularly in pattern reognition and

omputer vision graphs are a versatile and powerful formalism for objet representation.

When graphs are used to represent objets from a ertain problem domain, then the task of

objet reognition an be solved by means of graph mathing. Generally speaking, graph

mathing is the proess of omparing two graphs with eah other in order to determine

their similarity. A number of graph mathing algorithms have been proposed reently. But

the number of algorithmi tools available in the graph domain is still very limited when

ompared to the numerial domain. In this talk a few novel onepts will be introdued.

They inlude the median of a set of graphs, whih allows us to represent a set of (similar)

objets by just a single representative. Furthermore, we introdue the weighted median of a

pair of graphs, whih an be interpreted as an interpolation proedure for graphs. Finally it

will be shown that by means of these two onepts a number of lustering proedures, whih

were originally proposed for objet representations in terms of vetors in the n-dimensional

real spae, an be applied in the graph domain. It is expeted that the new algorithmi

tools introdued in this talk will be useful in developing more powerful omputer vision

systems for industrial assembly, quality ontrol and other tasks.
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On the Airline Crew Rostering Problem

Paola Cappanera

(joint work with Giorgo Gallo)

The problem of �nding a work assignment for airline rew members in a given time horizon,

is addressed. In the literature suh a problem is usually referred to as the Airline Crew

Rostering problem and onsists of onstruting monthly shedules for rew members by

assigning them pairings, rest periods, leaves, training periods, union ativities, and so forth,

so as to satisfy the olletive agreements and seurity rules. We formulate the Airline

Crew Rostering problem as a 0-1 Multiommodity Flow problem where eah employee

orresponds to a ommodity; determining a monthly shedule for an employee is the same

as omputing a path on a suitably de�ned graph while satisfying the lauses of the union

onventions. A preproessing phase is performed whih redues the dimension of the graph.

In order to tighten the linear programming formulation of our model we propose some

families of valid inequalities whih have proven to be omputationally e�etive; some of

them have the harateristi that an be treated impliitly in the onstrution of the graph.

Computational results obtained with a ommerial integer programming solver (CPLEX)

are analyzed.

Fixturing Hinged Polygons

Jaesook Cheong

(joint work with Ken Goldberg, Mar Overmars and Frank van der Stappen)

We study the problem of �xturing a hain of hinged objets in a given plaement with

fritionless point ontats. We de�ne the notions of immobility and robust immobility|

whih are omparable to seond and �rst order immobility for a single objet|to apture

the intuitive requirement for a �xture of a hain of hinged objets; robust immobility

di�ers from immobility in that it additionally requires insensitivity to small perturbations

of ontats. We show that (p + 2) fritionless point ontats an immobilize any hain

of p 6= 3 polygons without parallel edges; six ontats an immobilize any hain of three

suh polygons. Any hain of p arbitrary polygons an be immobilized with at most (p+ 4)

ontats. We also show that d

6

5

(p + 2)e ontats suÆe to robustly immobilize p polygons

without parallel edges, and that d

5

4

(p+2)e ontats an robustly immobilize p 6= 3 arbitrary

polygons; eight ontats an robustly immobilize three polygons.

Robust Heuristi Algorithms for the Quadrati Assignment Problem

Zvi Drezner

We extended the searh of a hybrid geneti algorithm in �ve ways and obtained very strong

results for the solution of the Quadrati Assignment Problem on a set of 29 test problems

ranging from 30 to 100 failities. All variants found the best known solution at least twie

out of 20 runs for all problems, with one variant �nding it at least six times out of 20 for

every problem. All variants found the best known solution in all 20 runs for at least 14

of the problems, and one variant found the best known solution in all 20 runs for 19 of

the 29 problems. The average solution for eah problem was less than 0.04% over the best

known solution, and for one variant it was less than 0.02% over the best known solution.

Computational experiene with a sixth variant are in progress during the onferene, and

so far 24 problem were solved with an average not exeeding 0.003% over the best known,
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the best known solution found at least 16 times out of 20, and the best known solution

found 20 times out of 20 for 20 of the 24 problems.

Loating Land�lls: Issues & Approahes

Horst J. Eiselt

The presentation �rst disusses the main issues in the loation of land�lls. Then a number

of di�erent approahes in the literature are disussed, among them vetor optimization,

goal programming, and tools from deision analysis, suh as ELECTRE. The presentation

then examines the reent loation of land�lls in New Brunswik, Canada, and rereates the

results obtained in a six-year proess that involved extensive onsultations, by a simple p-

median model with very rough estimations about population densities and ost parameters.

It is then shown that the results are not transferable to third-world ountries. However, it is

possible to modify pertinent systems so as to align objetives, thus resulting in ompromise

solutions that are aeptable by most or even all stakeholders.

On the Continuous Weber and k-Median Problems

S

�

andor P. Fekete

(joint work with Joe Mithell and Karin Weinbreht)

We give the �rst exat algorithmi study of faility loation problems that deal with �nding

a median for a ontinuum of demand points. In partiular, we onsider versions of the

\ontinuous k-median (Weber) problem" where the goal is to selet one or more enter

points that minimize the average distane to a set of points in a demand region. In suh

problems, the average is omputed as an integral over the relevant region, versus the usual

disrete sum of distanes. The resulting faility loation problems are inherently geometri,

requiring analysis tehniques of omputational geometry. We provide polynomial-time

algorithms for various versions of the L

1

1-median (Weber) problem. We also onsider

the multiple-enter version of the L

1

k-median problem, whih we prove is NP-hard for

large k.

Sheduling on Bath Proessing Mahines

Gerd Finke

(joint work with Haris Gavranovi)

The standard hypothesis in the lassial sheduling theory assumes that a mahine annot

treat more than one task at a time. In bath sheduling, this assumption is relaxed. A so-

alled bath mahine is exeuting a group (or bath) of tasks in a single maro-operation.

The proessing time of suh a bath is in general a funtion of the individual proessing

times of the tasks belonging to it. One of the most important funtions is the maximum of

the proessing times, leading to a max-bath mahine. Max-bath mahines are frequently

related in industry to burn-in operations in a furnae where the produts are �rst grouped

together and then heated. The exposure time to heat has a lower bound for eah item given

by its proessing time. This implies that the total length of the burn-in operation is given

by the maximum proessing time in the bath. A partiular lass of bathing problems

will be onsidered. Based on a problem in the sheet-metal industry, the onept of a

ompatibility graph is introdued. The grouping is not arbitrary sine only 'ompatible'

jobs may be inluded in the same bath. In general, one has a ompatibility graph for the
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tasks as the vertex set and the objetive is to �nd the smallest number of bathes (onsisting

of ompatible jobs) in order to minimize the total exeution time. This is equivalent to

partitioning the graph into the smallest number of liques. For the given appliation, the

ompatibility graph is related to an interval graph. In the proposed solution proedure, all

maximal liques are �rst enumerated (whih an be done in polynomial time) and then a

set overing problem is solved.

Loation Problems in Teleommuniation

Martin Gr

�

otshel

(joint work with Andreas Bley and Thorsten Koh)

I will present several loation problems that arise in the design of teleommuniation net-

works. I will disuss, in partiular, the loation of the nodes of the bakbone network of

the German G-WiN (providing Internet aess for all German sientists) and of the Aus-

trian swithing network. The modeling phase of suh problems brings up major hallenges.

Some of the issues are:

� Can one separate node loation from the design of the link and apaity struture of

the network without losing too muh information?

� Is it possible to simplify the struture of the bakbone and aess network to obtain

an approximation of the ost funtion for the network links that looks reasonable?

� After the many simpli�ations neessary, do the resulting models still provide prati-

ally useful information?

Despite all these diÆulties we ame up with integer and mixed integer programs modeling

some of the aspets of loation problems above. The pratial instanes we obtained were

of large sale, but they ould be solved, in some ases easily, in others with some e�ort.

Our results have been utilized by our projet partners (DFN-Verein and Austria Telekom).

I will report about expeted and some rather unexpeted outomes.

The Sliding Simplex Method for Solving Loation Problems

Pierre Hansen

(joint work with Nenad Mladenovi)

Many loation problems aim at minimizing set-up osts for failities and distribution osts

to satisfy user's demand. They an be expressed as large linear programs in 0-1 variables,

with a partiular struture and numerous variables and onstraints in the primal and the

dual. We show how to solve exatly this dual through a linear program whih evolves

over time by addition and deletion of variables and onstraints, always inluding only a

small fration of those of the dual itself. This leads to pratially eÆient algorithms for

approximate and exat solution, as illustrated in the ase of the Simple Plant Loation

Problem.

Sheduling Truks for Supply Management

Christoph Helmberg

(joint work with Stefan R�ohl)

Our industrial partner operates several warehouses in the same ity. Some of these ware-

houses are too small to hold suÆient stok of eah produt for the day; therefore, a
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shuttle servie onsisting of several truks onstantly transfers pallets of goods between

the warehouses. Part of the demand is known in advane, part is stohasti and has to be

estimated from available statistial data. The task is to �nd a shedule that distributes

the goods between the warehouses by means of the truks so that demand an be satis�ed

on time with high probability. We present �rst results based on a multiommodity ow

model disretized over time. We give several reasons why solving this model exatly does,

in general, not lead to better solutions in pratie. Rather, it will be the goal of further

work to inorporate the unertainty in demand and transportation apaity in this model.

We point out some possibilities to do so.

On Preemptive Resoure Constrained Sheduling:

Polynomial-Time Approximation Shemes

Klaus Jansen

(joint work with Lorant Porkolab)

We study resoure onstrained sheduling problems where the objetive is to ompute fea-

sible preemptive shedules minimizing the makespan and using no more resoures than

what are available. We present approximation shemes along with some inapproximability

results showing how the approximability of the problem hanges in terms of the number of

resoures. The results are based on linear programming formulations (though with expo-

nentially many variables) and some interesting onnetions between resoure onstrained

sheduling and (multi-dimensional, multiple-hoie, and ardinality onstrained) variants

of the lassial knapsak problem. In order to prove the results we generalize a method

by Grigoriadis et al. for the max-min resoure sharing problem to the ase with weak ap-

proximate blok solvers (i.e. with only onstant, logarithmi, or even worse approximation

ratios). Finally we present appliations of the above results in frational graph oloring

and multiproessor task sheduling.

Continuous Loation Problems with Barriers

Kathrin Klamroth

Continuous loation problems with barriers have many appliations in the development of

realisti loation models. The non-onvexity of the objetive funtion typial for barrier

problems leads to global optimization problems that have hallenged loation sientists

mainly in the last deade.

After giving an overview over reent developments and solution approahes, the lose

relationship to geometri shortest path problems is highlighted. This onnetion implies

problem deompositions based on series of onvex subproblems for whih, for example,

MIP formulations an be found.

On Some Geometri Problems in Loational Planning

Rolf Klein

(joint work with Frank Dehne and Raimund Seidel)

Let C be a planar, simple polygonal hain of n edges. For any two points p; q on C let

d(p; q) denote the ratio of the length of the hain segment that onnets p with q over the

Eulidean distane pq. By d(C) we denote the maximum of all these values. We show how

to ompute d(C) within time O(nlog

3

n) by a deterministi algorithm (joint work with P.
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Agarwal, Ch. Knauer, and M. Sharir). Let n points in the plane be given, and let D be

a ompat set in the interior of the onvex hull of these points. We want to plae a new

point in D in suh a way that its Voronoi region with respet to the given points has a

maximum area. We show that this area funtion has at most one loal maximum within

eah ell of onstant Voronoi neighbors if these neighbors are in onvex position

The Transportation Paradox Revisited

Bettina Klinz

(joint work with Vladimir De��neko and Gerhard J. Woeginger)

This talk revisits the transportation paradox, also known as more-for-less paradox for the

transportation problem. Let TP (C; a; b) denote the optimal objetive funtion value of the

instane of the transportation problem with ost matrix C, supply vetor a and demand

vetor b. The transportation paradox arises for this instane if there exist a supply vetor

a

0

� a (omponentwise) and a demand vetor b

0

� b suh that TP(C; a; b) > TP(C; a

0

; b

0

).

In other words, an inrease in the supplies and demands leads to a derease in the optimal

transportation ost. If no suh vetors a

0

and b

0

exist, C is alled immune against the

transportation paradox. We haraterize the lass of m�n ost matries whih are immune

against the transportation paradox. The onditions we obtain an be veri�ed in O(mn)

time. Finally, we extend our result to the algebrai transportation problem whih inludes

the lassial transportation problem and the bottlenek transportation problem.

Objet Traking and Motion Coordination for Mobile Robots

Boris Kluge

In this talk two problems whih arise in the �eld of mobile robotis are onsidered. First, the

problem of traking objets in the viinity of the robot is addressed. An approah to data

assoiation is presented whih is based on network algorithms and allows robust traking

of multiple objets even in the presene of lutter in the environment and unertainty

in the objet extration step. Seond, the problem of generating ollision-free motion

in dynamially hanging environments is onsidered. A heuristi approah based on the

"veloity obstale" paradigm is presented whih enables the robot to oordinate its motion

with that of another objet, i.e. to aompany a guiding person. Both approahes are

implemented on a mobile robot and evaluated under real-world onditions.

A Dynami Model for TraÆ Networks

Ekkehard K

�

ohler

(joint work with Katharina Langkau, Rolf M�ohring and Martin Skutella)

TraÆ networks are one of the standard examples for the appliation of ombinatorial

optimization. In the standard stati traÆ models, stati ows are routed through the

network instead of disrete vehiles. This stati approah is appropriate, for example, for

desribing and routing traÆ at rush-hours. However, for getting a realisti model also

for the general ase of traÆ routing it is neessary to model traÆ as dynami ow, i.e.

ow moves through the network over time. Unfortunately, most of the existing dynami

network models are not suitable for desribing traÆ ows.

A major obstale for applying standard dynami network models and algorithms for

dynami ows, is the property of traÆ ows to have ow-dependent travel times on
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the edges. In partiular, this means that with inreasing traÆ on a street the time to

traverse this street inreases. While for the ase of �xed transit times there are both

pseudo-polynomial and polynomial algorithms for example for maximizing dynami s; t-

ows, these algorithms are not appliable in the ase of ow-dependent travel times.

In this talk we suggest a dynami model for traÆ networks that allows for using stan-

dard ow algorithms in the ase of ow-dependent transit times. As an example for the

appliation of this model we onsider the quikest s; t-ow problem, i.e. the problem of

sending a �xed amount of ow D from a soure s to a sink t as quik as possible. While

�nding an optimal solution for this problem is NP-omplete, we present approximation

algorithms for the quikest ow problem both in the ase of positive, monotone inreasing

travel time funtions and positive, monotone inreasing, linear travel time funtions.

Online Dispathing of Servie Vehiles

Sven O. Krumke

(joint work with Willem de Paepe, Diana Poensgen, J�org Rambau, Leen Stougie and Luis

Miguel Torres)

The German automobile lub ADAC (Allgemeiner Deutsher Automobil-Club), the seond

largest automobile lub worldwide, maintains a heterogeneous eet of over 1600 servie

vehiles in order to help people whose ars break down on their way. All servie vehiles

(units, for short) are equipped with GPS, whih helps to exatly loate eah unit in the

eet. In �ve ADAC help enters (Pannenhilfezentralen) spread over Germany, human

operators (dispather) onstantly assign units to inoming help requests (events, for short)

so as to provide for a good quality of servie (i.e., waiting times of less than 20{60 minutes

depending on the system load) and low operational osts (i.e., short total tour length and

little overtime osts). Moreover, about 5000 units of servie ontrators (onts, for short)|

not guided by ADAC|an be employed to over events that otherwise ould not be served

in time. This manual dispathing system is now subjet to automatization.

The above dispathing problem is an real-time online problem. A problem is online

when deisions have to be made before all data of the problem are known. And we speak

of a real-time online problem when online deisions have to be omputed within very tight

time bounds.

In the �rst part of our talk we report on preliminary omputational experiene with a

ode for the o�ine dispathing problem (all requests are known) based on dynami olumn

generation and set partitioning. whih yields solutions on heavy-load real-world instanes

in real-time, whih are no worse than 1% from optimum.

The seond part of the talk addresses the online aspet of the problem. We investigate

the problem from the viewpoint of ompetitive analysis. However, it turns out that for the

most interesting objetive funtions there an not be ompetitive algorithms. The o�ine

adversary is simply too powerful and allows only trivial ompetitiveness results. We present

two new onepts to obtain deision support for the hoie of online algorithms: reasonable

load and fair adversaries. The onepts enable us to obtain new performane bounds for

online algorithms and to distinguish the performane of some partiular algorithms, whih

seems to be impossible by means of lassial ompetitive analysis.
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New Formulation and Resolution Method for the p-Center Problem

Martine Labb

�

e

(joint work with Sourour Elloumi and Yves Pohet)

The p-Center problem onsists in loating p failities among a set of M possible loations

and assigning N lients to them in order to minimize the maximum distane between a

lient and the faility to whih it is alloated. We present a new integer linear program-

ming formulation for this Min-Max problem with a polynomial number of variables and

onstraints, and show that its LP-relaxation provides a lower bound tighter than the lassi-

al one. Moreover, we show that an even better lower bound LB

�

, obtained by keeping the

integrality restritions on a subset of the variables, an be omputed in polynomial time

by solving at most O(log

2

(NM)) linear programs, eah made of N rows and M olumns.

We also show that, when the distanes satisfy triangle inequalities, LB

�

is at least equal

to half of the optimal value. Finally, we use LB

�

as a starting point in an exat solution

method and report extensive omputational results on test problems from the literature.

For Eulidean instanes, our method outperforms the runtime of other reent exat meth-

ods by an order of magnitude. Moreover, it is the �rst one to solve large instanes of size

up to N = M = 1817

Optimal Rail Car Alloation Problems

Maro E. L

�

ubbeke

(joint work with Uwe T. Zimmermann)

The pratial bakground of this talk is the rail ar management at industrial in-plant

railroads. Prodution terminals demand for materials or ars. These requests are har-

aterized by a trak, a ar type, and the desired quantity. Substitution types may be

delivered, but is disouraged. The planning task onsists of alloating ars to requests

at a minimal total transportation ost (measured e.g., in minutes). If available, use ars

from (virtual) stok, otherwise rejet the request or hire additional ars. Usually, requests

are not ful�lled as a whole, but split into shunting units, eah of whih an be seen as an

unsplittable duty element for the performing loomotive.

The design of shunting units naturally deomposes into two levels. At an upper level,

a rough distribution of ars from one region to another takes plae. Here, the underlying

model merely is a transportation problem, but immediate extensions are NP-hard. At a

lower level, for eah region, a olletion of shunting units whih ful�ll the demand for eah

ar type is sought, minimizing the total amount of shunting. The orresponding problem is

shown to be NP-hard. We present simple approximation algorithms and an exat integer

program for the lower level. Enouraging preliminary omputational experiene is given.

We onlude with potential further researh diretions.

Sheduling under Unertainty

Rolf H. M

�

ohring

(joint work with Andreas Shulz and Mar Uetz)

Deterministi models for projet sheduling and ontrol su�er from the fat that they

assume omplete information and neglet random inuenes that our during projet

exeution. A typial onsequene is the underestimation of the expeted projet duration

and ost frequently observed in pratie.
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To ope with these phenomena, we onsider sheduling models in whih proessing times

are random but preedene and resoure onstraints are �xed. Sheduling is done by

poliies whih onsist of an an online proess of deisions that are based on the observed

past and the a priori knowledge of the distribution of proessing times. We give an informal

survey on di�erent lasses of poliies, and show that suitable ombinatorial properties of

suh poliies give insights into optimality, omputational methods, and their approximation

behavior. In partiular, we present reent onstant-fator approximation algorithms for

simple poliies in mahine sheduling that are based on a suitable polyhedral relaxation of

the performane spae of poliies. These are based on joint work with Andreas Shulz and

Mar Uetz.

Disrete Ordered Median Problem

Stefan Nikel

(joint work with Natashia Boland, Patriia Dominguez-Marin and Justo Puerto)

The Disrete Ordered Median Problem (DOMP) generalizes disrete faility loation prob-

lems, inluding lassial problems suh as the N-median, N-enter, UFL, et. Depending

on a given vetor of parameters, the objetive funtion of the DOMP an be the total sum

of osts, the maximal ost, a onvex ombination of sum and max, or any other expres-

sion based on the ost vetor. Several examples will be presented to get more insight into

this kind of disrete loation problems. In partiular, fous will be given to new objetive

funtions. As an be expeted the DOMP is harder to solve than lassial disrete faility

loation problems. We propose several exat proedures (tight formulations, branh and

bound) and heuristis for solving the problem. Some omputational results on randomly

generated test problems will also be shown.

Motion Planning

Mar Overmars

In its basi form the motion planning problem asks for omputing a ollision-free path

for a moving body amidst a olletion of obstales. Motion planning is beoming an

important topi in many appliation areas, ranging from robotis to virtual environments

and games. In this talk I reviewed some reent results in motion planning, onentrating

on the probabilisti roadmap approah that has proven to be very suessful for many

motion planning problems. The method is probabilistially omplete but its performane

seems very hard to analyze. A number of improvements exist that try to redue the

number of samples required or try to plae them at important plaes. A problem with the

PRM approah is that the resulting paths an be ugly. I desribed some reent results for

improving the paths by making them �rst order ontinuous and reduing their length.

Optimal Distane Separating Halfspae

Frank Plastria

One reently proposed riterion to separate two datasets in disriminant analysis, is to

use a hyperplane whih minimises the sum of distanes to it from all the mislassi�ed

datapoints. Here all distanes are supposed to be measured by way of some �xed norm,

while mislassi�ation means lying on the wrong side of the hyperplane, or rather in the
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wrong halfspae. In this paper we study the problem of determining suh an optimal

halfspae.

In dimension d, we prove that there always exists an optimal separating halfspae passing

through d aÆnely independent datapoints. This shows that the problem is polynomially

solvable in �xed dimension by an algorithm of O(n

d+1

).

If a di�erent norm is used for eah dataset in order to measure distanes to the hyper-

plane, or if all distanes are measured by a �xed gauge, then there always exists an optimal

separating halfspae passing through d� 1 aÆnely independent datapoints.

The one-dimensional problem is extremely easy to solve: it suÆes to �nd a balaning

separating point, i.e. yielding an equal number of mislassi�eds for eah dataset, whih an

be done using a simple O(n logn) algorithm. But this separation riterion may misbehave,

yielding more than 50% of mislassi�ed datapoints. Therefore the riterion should inlude

refusal of suh a situation.

It also follows that in any dimension any optimal separating halfspae always balanes

the mislassi�ed points.

Loation Problems with respet to Set-Existing Failities

Justo Puerto

Let X be a real separable Banah spae and let � be a positive measure �-�nite relative

to the Borel struture on X. Let T � X be a Borel subset with �(T ) > 0. Let f(t; x) be a

funtion on T �X with values in [0;+1℄. Let us denote by f

t

the funtion on X, de�ned

by the equality f

t

(x) = f(t; x); x 2 X. We are interested in those funtions f(t; x) with

the property that (i) the f

t

are onvex and not identially equal to +1 for almost all t,

and (ii) the f(t; x) are ��measurable and ontinuous for eah x 2 X. We set

'(x) =

� R

T

f(t; x)�(dt) if f(t; x) 2 L

1

(T;R)

1 otherwise:

The objetive of this talk is the geometrial haraterization of the omplete set of optimal

solutions of two di�erent average-distane problems with respet to sets.

We shall onsider the following models:

1.

inf

x2X

'(x) :=

Z

T

f

t

(x)�(dt) (P

f

)

An interesting appliation of this problem is the following average-distane problem.

With eah t 2 T a norm 

t

is assoiated. Let B

t

be its unit ball, whih is onvex,

losed, bounded with zero in its interior. The distane from an existing faility loated

in t 2 T to a new faility loated in x is assumed to be given by 

t

(x�t). The problem

is now

inf

x2X

�'(x) :=

Z

T



t

(x� t)�(dt): (P



)

2. Let � = f�

1

; : : : ; �

m

g where eah �

i

, i = 1; : : : ; m is a positive measure �-�nite

relative to the Borel struture on X. Let �(�) be a monotone norm in R

m

. We

onsider the following minimization problem

inf

x2X

F (x) := �(I(x)); (P

�

�

(�))

where I(x) = (

R

f

t

(x)�

1

(dt); : : : ;

R

f

t

(x)�

m

(dt)). It is worth noting that for partiular

hoies of the monotone norm �, we get di�erent well-known problems in Loation

Analysis as the enter, ent-dian, k-entrum, ordered median,...
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We shall study the sets M

f

(T ) and M



(T ) of optimal solutions to problems P

f

(T ) and P



,

respetively; and the set M

�

�

(�) of optimal solutions of problem P

�

�

(�).

Two-Level Lot-sizing Problems in Supply Chain Planning

Dolores Romero Morales

(joint work with Stan van Hoesel, H. Edwin Romeijn and Albert P.M. Wagelmans )

We study a two-level serial lot-sizing problem that appears in supply hain planning when

integrating the prodution and distribution proesses. In the lassial lot-sizing problem,

the demand of eah period has to be delivered on time, whih means that only the faility

an build inventory. Moreover, the timing of transportation is rather limited oiniding

always with the demand periods. We propose the analysis of lot-sizing models where

this assumption is relaxed and therefore, the demand an be transported to the retailer

before he faes it. Transportation deisions ome naturally in the model when allowing for

inventory at both the faility and the retailer. This model is suitable when dealing with

eonomies of sale in transportation osts, whih are frequently used by LTL (Less than

Truk Load) arriers.

We onsider that the prodution and the transportation osts are given by general on-

ave funtions, and the inventory holding osts at the faility as well as at the retailer are

given by linear funtions. The faility faes prodution apaities. The serial struture

of the problem allows us to �nd polynomially solvable ases when the prodution apai-

ties are stationary. In partiular, we develop dynami programming algorithms when the

transportation osts are linear or given by �xed-harge ost funtions with no speulative

motives. We disuss the multiple-retailer ase and show that for �xed-harge prodution

and transportation osts the problem is NP-Hard.

Solving the Travelling Purhaser Problem

Juan-Jos

�

e Salazar

(joint work with Gilbert Laporte and Jorge Riera)

Let us onsider a set of loations, one being the domiile of a lient and the others rep-

resenting markets. We assume to know all the travel osts between loations. The lient

wants to purhase a set of produts and eah market provides some of the produts at

di�erent pries. The "Travelling Purhaser Problem" looks for seleting some markets and

routing the seleted markets (and the domiile) within a simple yle, suh that the sum

of the routing and priing osts is minimized. We also onsidered a apaitated version of

the problem where it is also required a given demand of eah produt while eah market

o�ers a limit amount.

We present a heuristi and an exat method based on a 0-1 linear programming model.

The model is strengthened with new valid inequalities, some of whih are proven to be faet-

de�ning inequalities for the unapaitated version. The overall algorithm is embedded in

a branh-and-ut approah, and the performane of the proposal is tested on four lasses

of randomly-generated instanes (two of them already used in literature). The proposal

allows to solve to optimality instanes with up to 200 markets and 200 produts.
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Loating Stops in a Railway Network

Anita Sh

�

obel

(joint work with Annegret Liebers, Horst W. Hamaher, Dorothea Wagner and Frank

Wagner)

In this talk we onsider the loation of stops along the edges of an existing publi trans-

portation network. This an be the introdution of bus stops along some given bus routes,

or of railway stations along the traks in a railway network. The positive e�et of new

stops is given by the better aess of the potential ustomers to their losest station, while

the inreasement of travel time aused by the additional stopping ativities of the trains

leads to a negative e�et. In the �rst variant of the problem the goal is to over a given

set of demand points with a minimal amount of additional travelling time, where overing

is de�ned with respet to an arbitrary norm (or even a gauge). In the seond variant we

maximize the overed demand with a given number of new stops. Unfortunately, both

problems are NP-hard, even if only the Eulidean distane is used. We give a redution

to a �nite dominating set. In the �rst variant this leads to a set overing problem, those

oeÆient matrix \nearly" has the onseutive ones property. To solve this problem we

suggest a transformation to a shortest path problem in an ayli digraph. For the seond

variant we derive an eÆient dynami programming approah whih is also based on the

onseutive ones property.

Flows Over Time with Load-Dependent Transit Times

Martin Skutella

(joint work with Ekkehard K�ohler)

Flow variation over time is an important feature in network ow problems arising in var-

ious appliations suh as road or air traÆ ontrol, prodution systems, ommuniation

networks (e.g., the Internet), and �nanial ows. Another ruial phenomenon in many

of those appliations is that the time taken to traverse an edge varies with the urrent

amount of ow on this edge. Sine it is already a highly nontrivial problem to map these

two aspets into an appropriate and tratable mathematial network ow model, there

are hardly any algorithmi tehniques known whih are apable of providing reasonable

solutions even for networks of rather modest size.

Our work is inspired by the groundbreaking result of Ford and Fulkerson on `dynami'

s-t-ows in networks with �xed transit times on the edges and a �xed time horizon. They

showed that there always exists a maximal ow over time whih sends ow on ertain

s-t-paths at a onstant rate as long as there is enough time left for the ow along a path

to arrive at the sink.

Although this result does not hold for the more general setting with load-dependent

transit times on the edges, we an prove that there always exists a provably good solution

of this struture. Moreover, suh a solution an be determined very eÆiently by only

one minimum onvex ost ow omputation on the underlying `stati' network. Finally,

we show that the time-dependent ow problem under onsideration is NP-hard and even

annot be approximated with arbitrary preision in polynomial time, unless P=NP.
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Fixtures for Polygonal Parts { Synthesis and Existene

Frank van der Stappen

Many manufaturing operations, suh as mahining, assembly, and inspetion, require

a part to be �xtured, that is, to be held by a olletion of ontats along its boundary in

suh a way that the part an resist all external wrenhes. We onsider the two-dimensional

version of �xturing whih appears for example in preventing all sliding motions of a part

on a table. We give near-quadrati algorithms for omputing all fritionless form-losure

and seond-order immobility �xtures of a polygonal part. In addition we show that any

polygonal part an be put in form losure by four ontats that are restrited to lie on a

regular grid of perpendiular lines, a onstraint present in modular �xturing systems.

Estimation of the Sizes of Wire Bundles in Manufaturing

Kokihi Sugihara

There are many eletri devies in automobile; they inlude various types of sensors, atu-

ators, lights and entertainment systems. These devies altogether result in a ompliated

eletri iruit system, and hene a large number of eletri wires run in a ar. We want

to estimate the sizes of the bundles of wires in order to make spae and through holes in

a ar for plaing these wires. Thus, the problem is: given a set of diss of various sizes,

�nd a plaement of these diss in a plane without overlap so that the enlosing irle is

suÆiently small. If we aim at the stritly smallest enlosing irle, the problem oinides

with the so-alled irle paking problem, whih is known very hard. Fortunately, however,

what we want to get is not the stritly optimal solution, but we just want to know what

happens when we hold a set of wires in our hand tightly. Hene, we simulate the proess of

holding wires. Starting with an arbitrary plaement of diss and their enlosing irle, we

hoose a slightly smaller "target" irle and try to push all the protruding irles into the

interior of the target irle. If we sueed, we make the target irle still smaller; otherwise

we hoose a irle between the urrent enlosing irle and the old target irle as a new

target irle. In this binary-searh manner, we simulate the wire holding proess. This

method was applied to a set of wires atually arises in a ar, but the resulting enlosing

irle was muh smaller than the atual size of the bundle. This gap omes mainly from ne-

gleting frition and 3-d strutures. In order to overome this gap, virtual radii of the diss

were generated by adding a ommon onstant to real radii, and thus we ould pratially

estimate the sizes of the wire bundles.

Improved Algorithms for Some Loation Problems

Arie Tamir

(joint work with W lodzimierz Ogryzak)

We onsider improved polynomial time algorithms for a lass of single faility problems in

R

d

with polyhedral norms, as well as for some lass of multifaility weighted enter problems

de�ned on tree networks. For the former lass we use a ompat linear representation of

the objetive to derive O(n) algorithms for a �xed dimension d, where n is the number of

demand points. In partiular, the algorithm will �nd a point x 2 R

d

minimizing the sum of

the largest k funtions in a olletion of n linear funtions, in O(n) time for any (variable)

k and �xed d. For the seond lass we present the �rst subquadrati time algorithm for

multi- faility enter problems with multiple overage demands.
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Parallel Mahine Sheduling to Maximize the Weighted Number

of Just-In-Time Jobs

Milan Vlah

(joint work with Shao Chin Sung)

The interest in just-in-time prodution has led to a number of mahine sheduling models

with various types of earliness and tardiness penalties. Most of the literature foused on

single mahine problems of minimizing the total sum of earliness and tardiness penalties,

or on minimizing the maximum of earliness and tardiness penalties. The problem of mini-

mizing the number of late and early jobs has reeived relatively little attention despite the

fat that the primary role of penalizing both earliness and tardiness is to guide shedules

toward the meeting due dates exatly.

We are onerned with the problem of sheduling a �nite number of jobs without preemp-

tion on a system of parallel mahines so as to maximize the weighted number of just-in-time

jobs; that is, to minimize the weighted number of penalized jobs. This problem is known to

be solvable in polynomial time for idential parallel mahines. We show that it is strongly

NP-hard for unrelated parallel mahines. However we present a polynomial time algorithm

for unrelated parallel mahines, provided the number of mahines is �xed. We do not know

the problem omplexity status for uniform parallel mahines if the number of mahines is

a part of input.

Solving Pratial Lot-Sizing Problems by Classi�ation and Reformulation

Laurene Wolsey

A lassi�ation of single-item lot-sizing problems is proposed. Based on this lassi�ation,

we indiate the existene and omplexity of valid inequalities, optimization and separation

algorithms, and extended formulations desribing the onvex hull for the many variants. We

then onsider a variety of multi-item instanes, lassify them and then use the extended

formulations to provide a formulation that an be solved by a standard mixed integer

programming system. Finally, omputational results are presented.

Sheduling on a Single Bath Proessing Mahine with Nonidential Job Sizes

Guohuan Zhang

(joint work with Xiaoqiang Cai, Chung-Yee Lee and Chak-Kuen Wong)

We deal with the problem of minimizing makespan on a single bath proessing mahine.

In this problem, eah job has both proessing time and size (apaity requirement). The

bath proessing mahine an proess a number of jobs simultaneously as long as the total

size of these jobs being proessed does not exeed the mahine apaity. The proessing

time of a bath is just the proessing time of the longest job in the bath. An approximation

algorithm with worst-ase ratio 3/2 is given for the version where the proessing times of

large jobs (with sizes greater than 1/2) are not less than those of small jobs (with sizes not

greater than 1/2). This result is the best possible unless P=NP. For the general ase, we

propose an approximation algorithm with worst-ase ratio 7/4. A number of heuristis by

Uzosy (1994) are also analyzed and ompared.
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Inverse Optimization Problems

Jason Zhang

In this talk, we shall �rst introdue inverse optimization problems, then give a general

but not polynomial solution method. We will further elaborate some strongly polynomial

methods and disuss some issues relating to omputational omplexity. Finally, we gen-

eralize the onept of inverse optimization problem and onsider some more hallenging

problems.

Meetings of Working Groups

Working Group \Loation and Transportation"

Chair: Horst Hamaher

The partiipants of the onferene who felt that their major area of work lies within the area

of \Loation and Transportation" { these were approximately 20 { met for brainstorming

and disussion of researh issues on Tuesday evening. As a result a list of topis was

produed, whih were onsidered to be the most urgent to work on. This list inludes (by

order of votes on importane):

1. Theory of loation in integrated systems (Examples: Loation plus Routing, Loation

plus Sheduling, Loation plus Network Design, et.)

2. Dealing with unertainty and lassi�ation.

3. Robustness, undesirable failities and theory of algorithms applied to loations and

transportation.

These topis were also onsidered to be the most promising for seeking support from

funding agenies.

A large amount of time was spent in disussing the importane of appliations vs. \pure"

theory. All partiipants agreed, that the suess stories (mentioned were, for instane, radar

positioning, utting wood, tobao industry, printed iruit board prodution) all required

additional features in the models, whih originally were developed in a \pure" environment.

As suh, the area of loation and transportation does not seem to be di�erent from other

branhes of appliations in whih mathematis is used as model. As urrent important

appliations partiipants mentioned the positioning of read/write heads in omputers and

data mining.

Working Group \Motion Planning"

Chair: Mar Overmars

The main fous of the brainstorming meeting of this working group was to identify hal-

lenges for future work in the area of motion planning and of related �elds. The group

arrived at the following list of main hallenges:

� Coordinated planning of

{ multiple robots

{ robots and their manipulation tasks

{ motion and the transportation goals

� Dealing with unertainty and making approahes robust to errors in the data, errors

in the exeuted motions, failing devies (e.g. pins), et.
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� Analyzing the omplexity/quality of the approahes under \realisti" assumptions on

the input.

{ Stohasti properties of the input

{ Geometri properties of the input

� Approahes with good real-time behavior

{ Planning on the y

{ Any-time algorithms

{ Eduated guesses

� Experimental evaluation

{ Referene problems

{ Better reporting of experimental results

{ Better experimental infrastruture and support sta�

Edited by Bettina Klinz
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